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College Deans
Failto Approve
Charity Show
Action again has been delayed
on final approval for San Jose
State college to participate in the
Intercollegiate Charity Show to
be held May 26 and 27 in the San
Francisco War Memorial Opera
house.

Officials Expect 3000 Spectators
To Witness Chills, Spills, Crackups:
Queen Diane to Bestow Victory kiss
By FERMO CAMBIANICA
Twenty racers will toe the mark at Ninth and San Ferftendo
streets at 2:30 this afternon for the second annual oushcert relays,
sponsored by Lambda Chi Alpha, before an expected crowd of
3000 spectators.
The relays are expected to provide thrills, spills, crackups, and

reckless driving, with the dri, rs
’using all the tricks sm.estry II !ego!, in ’the book.
’ The entries from each organization will be composed of six
At a meeting yesterday afterpushers anti one driver.
All
noon, the deans of an Jose State
carts entered by iiororities will
college decided to postpone action
Tickets for tonight’s and to- he. motivated bv male
until next week when they will
-EMT drhen by women.
.
"Low Button Shoes", the .1950 s Competition will he keen
ShOW.
, As
Spartan Revelries production, are
Lambda Chi is - awarding six
Approval by the Board of Con- still available, according fo
--’ the
---- Itrophies to the winners. Two pertrol was received pt a meeting Graduate Manager’s office. Reser- ,petual trophies, one for tile winWednesday afternoon. The under- vat ions should be-made -today. but- -ner of the race and the other for
writing of the show by the stii- the tickets may be purchased at the most original cart, will be
dent body was given approval 1 the door both nights starting
at i awarded. Trophies -also will be
.
I 6.30 o’clock. Tickets sell toe
after a split vote.
60 presented to the racers finishing
cents to students and 90 cents to second, and third.
At an earlier meeting of the the general public.
deans, approval was delayed until
"Low Button Shoes" first night’
Victory Kiss
the Board of Control could ap- perfolinance lacked 168 seats of _Diane_ Altimus. Alpha Omicron
prove or disapprove the feasibility ’Mg presented before a full Pi sorority member, will reign as
of the plan.
house, according to the Graduate ’queen of the relays, and will preThe Morris sent the driver of the winning
The Student Council has ap- Manager’s office.
proved the plan to aid in under- Dailey auditorium holds 1,063 per- cart with a -victory kiss. It is still
writing the show, which ,is to be sons and Wednesday evening 895 . undecided what will happen if the
’drivel’ is from a sorority.
sponsored by seven Bay area col- seats were filled.
The first-nighters saw a
. At 2:30 the award to the most
leges. San Jose State college will
contribute $850 to the support of coordinated show. Difficulties of ’,original cart will take place at
the show, if the deans give their the usual first run nature were seventh and San Carlos stre,."..
ironed out by last night’s perconsent.
Immediately after the race.
formance and a responsive audiLambda Chi Alpha and the
ence saw the cast go through a
World Student Service Fund
well-written and enjoyable eve- I
organization will hate a bean
ning’s entertainment.
feed at the college barbecue
The lovely voice of Ruth Mart- ,
pit. adjacent to the women’s
gym.
Waited For Someone" which w-as s
San Jose State college is ex- writen by Fred Cooper and Dick! Tickets will be 35 _cents each,
pectetl to have clear title to four Weigum. Lorraine Davidson, play- with the proceeds going to the
parcels of land on S. ’Eighth ing the role of Margie, gives an; WSSF. Alpha Chi Omega will
street within 90 days, Dr. T. W. admirable performance as the; have a lemonade stand near the
MacQuarrie,
college
president, former student body president of s "course," the proceeds also going
to the WSSF.
told the Spartan Daily yesterday. San Jose Normal school.

SJS Will Get

Delightful Diaps Altimus will reign over the second annual
ilMikart relays VW afternoon and will present winning driver with
a ICISIL She is holding one of the trophies to be presented to the
organisation eateting most orighsal mitt.

Organisation

Remarks

Oddi

SIGMA PI
InexperienceJ driver will prove downfall
DELTA SIGMA Pkit
Could win. hos dirtiest driver
ALPHA OMICRON
Not expected to finish with woman driver 50-1
GAMMA PHI BETA
Concealed 20-foot rubber band for motor 2- I
80-1
PI KAPPA ALPHA
Driver trains on beer
Doesn’t appear to have a chance
CHI OMEGA
the applecart
KAPPA ALPHA THETA Could upset
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON Pushers
too tired from studying
KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA Fast on the
curves
Defending .champs, ’repeat unlikely
DELTA UPSILON
KAPPA ALPHA Pushers all
bowlegged
Joke of the race
DELTA SIGMA GAMMA Big
Has roller skates for wheels
60- I
DELTA THETA OMEGA
I5-1
track, but weather perfect
THETA CHI Good for muddy
1-2
tote cinch wirner
’THETA XI Appears
10-1
THETA MU SIGMA
Driver out to run ’othv carts down
50- I
their motto
PHI SIGMA KAPPA Wine, women, and song is
6-I
Dark horse of race
DELTA ZETA
Driver is Traffic shy
40-I
AtPKAzePtt OMICRON
10-I
Driver too determined to win kiss
SIGMA KAPPA
OddsU. S. Mint to one.
JiklIMMY1

msesatitt_A
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LAKE SUCCESS, April 27.-Russia walked out of the United
Nations Commiasion for Conventional Alinements today after
falling by a margin of one vote
to unseat the Chinese Nationalists. Russia challenged the vote
on grounds that China had cast
the decisive vote in its own favor.
The Soviet walkout was the 23rd
In the string that started when
Russia left the Security Council
Jan. 13.
TO SELL ABANDONED SITE
SACRAMENTO, April 27.Gov.
Earl Warren today signed a bill
to allow the state to sell an abandoned site /or Fresno State college. A second and more desirable site was found after the fir2t
one was purchased.
MEXICO FINES FISHERDIF.N
TAMPICO, Mexico, April 27.
Five American fishing boats, interned here for allegedly poaching
In Mexican jerritorial waters, can

, go free today on payment of $580
I fines each, the Mexican navy has
announced. The U. S. State department, however, was reported
considering fighting the case. The
boats were seized in the Gulf of
Mexico last Sunday.

No Parking, Please
All students are requested by
college administration and the
Sea Jose Pollee department not
to park their cars on the course
set for the pushcart relays today after 12 noon.
The restricted area includes
the streets from Seventh to
Ninth on San Antonio street;
Eighth and Ninth streets between San Fernando and San
Antonio streets; and all of
Seventh street between San
Carlos
Fernando
and
Sea
streets.

Dr. MacQuarrie received the information in a letter from Mr.
Philip D. Groff, assistant public
works and acquisition coordinator
of the State Department of Finance.
The purchase of the properties
from private hands means that
investigation of sewer and related
problems for the proposed Engineering building may now proceed. The new structure will be
located on S. Eighth street between E. San Fernando and E.
tian Antonio streets.

Dropping Courses?
Today Is Deadline
special permission or penalty, according to Miss Virginia Mansfield of the Registrar’s office.
Change of program cards must
be filed with the Registrar’s office
by 5 p.m. today.
Students who drop a course unofficially will be given a failing
mark.
To obtain special permission to
drop a course after Friday, lower
division students should contact
Mr. Joe H. West, dean of student
personnel and guidance. Upper division students should see Dr.
James C. DeVoss, dean of professional
education,
states
Miss
Mansfield.

Stumbling among the lawn
lovers, the’ prognosticator continues his search for a place to
flop and grumbles warmer and
fair for today.
Yesterday’s high was 74 with
a low of 96. Skies were clear.

’

el$
Iris Elwood and Ted Breeden, ret4entty appointed co-editors
of LaTorre for 1951, are busy laying out plans und..r the casual
supervision of Lou Frangione, this year’s editor. The 1950 Issue
was the only one in California to hit the presses on schedule. It
will be issued on campus the first week of June.
photo by Hildenbrandt.

La Torre Selects Elwood, Breeden
As Co-Editors for Next Year’s Issue
Iris Elwood and Ted Breeden
have been selected as co-editors
of La Torre for 1950-51, according
to La Torre advises, Mrs. Dolores
Spurgeon.
Iris is a 21 -year-old junior
majoring in business. She calls
Santa Cruz home, but is originally
from Portland, Ore. She was copy
writer and secretary to the editor
on this year’s La Torre.
Breeden was sports editor for
La Torre this year. He is from
Sam Fernando and its a senior
majoring in commercial art.
This year’s La Torre contains
272 pages and cost $16,000 to publish. La Torre is one of 19 college year books in the United

States that does not carry advertising.
There are eight color pictures
of the campus in this year’s issue.
They cost over $1,000 to produce.
All pictures in La Torre, with
the exception of portraits, are
taken by the staff photographers.
The book is financed by sale to
students, and the selling of space
to student organizations.
The complete staff has not been
ehmen for next year and anyone
interested in working on La Torre
should see Iris Elwood or Ted
Breeden in the La Torre office as
soon as possible.
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Thrust and Parry
Editorial Note: If the holder of ASB card No. 3606 will come
to the Spartan Daily office and sign his Thrust and Parry letter,
we will print it. It is necessary that all Thrust and Parry letters be
sighed .by the author, though names will be withheld upon request.

Fire Hazard

The Deans’ committee and Librarian -Miss Joyce Backus deserve
a vote of thanks for giving approval to the Spartan Daily’s recent
suggestion that a two week trial period be held to determine if
student attendance warrants increased Library hours.
The committee not only accepted the suggestion but extended
the trial period over the month of May.
The increased hours will mean additional work -for the present
Library staff since hiring of additional help has not received approval from Sacramento.
College President T. W. MacQuarrie recently remarked that
the present library staff is below national standards for its size. -We
are short eight professional people and nine clerks right now," he said.
The willingness of the committee and Miss Backus to allow a
trial period despite lack’ of an adequate-size staff clearly illustrates
that they, have the best interests of State students at heart.
The committee and Miss Backus have done their part. Now it’s
’JO to the 1500 students who signed the petition to prove that the
additional hours and expense are worthwhile.
On behalf of the entire student body the Spartan Daily wishes
to fliank the committee and Miss Backus for their fair-minded action.

Common Ground
There is more truth than one would believe in the statement
th.at college students approach the problems of race relations and
brotherhood in a more open frame of mind.
Take, for example, the large sign-up in the race relations classes
of Mr. Claude Settles and the majority of those students who wanted
to work on the community project now being staged by the classes.
These students will find the answers to many of the "whys" in their
own minds, though they may not solve any of the complicated problems involved in relations between the races.
The class is, at least, a beginning. Even though it may be a
required three units of social science, it is a way of doing, rather
than idealizing.
Take, for another example, the interdenominational May Day
breakfast which is being planned for May 7. Protestant. Catholic
and Jewish students on the campus have all worked together planning the program and sharing their ideas about it.
The breakfast has become a traditional event, but it, too, is
only a beginning.
That we have a quantity of open-minded thinking at San Jose
State to support two such projects, that they have opened the way
for a more scientific and a more friendly approach to age-old problems and prejudices, is significant.
If wivere scientific when we approach a problem of prejudice
we can gatthe facts straighLtwelare

Status Quo
Dear Thrust and Parry:
What’s this about changing the
somepresent quarter schedule
thing about Allowing State students to compete with other college students for jobs?
- I’m afraid I don’t get it.
It seems that the reason we
have been on the present summer vacation schedule was so
that students who live in this
area (and there are quite a few
who fall in this category) might
take on cannery jobs which are
available mainly during the
months of July, August and September.
The time off between June 15
and July 1 would be wasted as
far as jobs were concerned for
students anticipating cannery
work.
Why make. a change? At feast
. get some student views on
lets
.th _subject_ befare .we make icuj:
final decisions.
ASE 5613.

Amen
Dear -Thrust and -Parry
and Cecil Webb:
In my letter concerning Miss
Davis’ article on the Memorial
Chapel I asked a question or two
relative to the assumptions made,
namely, what and where is the
alleged spiritual awareness of the
students at San Jose State? If
you are counting membership in
"religious organizations" as synonomous with spiritual awareness, a poor argument by the
way, you have possibly answered
one point .However, though we
readily admit the existence of
such groups, in name at least, as
well as the study of philosophy
and an inexhaustible number of
ism’s, what tangible impression,
in a positive wholesome sense, has
all this produced- at San Jose
te? In-not.--trying to be

a’

at any

Roy Scoffone
ASB 4480.

It Made
News Today’
Fines Self
-- City.
(UP)
ROSEVILLE
Judge Al B. Broyer is a tough
man when it comes to dishing out
traffic finesparticularly to himself.
His car was tagged for being
parked in a red zone in the rear
of the city fire house. He didn’t
even flinch when he declared the
defendant guilty and doubled the
normal fine from $2.50 to 85.

The Cat’s Meow -

Boost ’Revelries’

Half of America
Financially Free
MIAMI BEACH, Fla., (U13).
of
Good news folks
half
don’t owe anything to anybody.
The word comes from William
J. Cheney, executive direetor
the Retail Credit Institute oi
America, Washington. He said
here that half the population is
out of debt and only 22 per cent
have any installment debt.

"Corn Is Green"
May 4 - 9

PRI CES
Hand

(UM
WINNIPEG, Mart Ca;age mechanic Ivan Booth repolled that a motorist complained
that his car screeched like a cat.
. Booth’ opened the hood and
found a cat sitting ’oh the battery.’
He said pussy screeched every
time the motor made things too
hot for it:

a inished Shoes
For Men
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Prices
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TOMORROW’S STYLES TODAY
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-San Francisco
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--Oakland

word cur_brothers,
others who an in every sens-4-4
personalities then can be fused. The end results are big strides
ahead in making our world a better place.

I’d like to submit here the last
paragraph of my original letter,
.
There is no better placg to begin this -mammoth task than tight omitted for lack of space. .
There are as many "religions" as
in our own back yard, and many San Jose State college students are there are human
opinions, and
proving that they have the know-how and the willingness to begin one can compare, argue about,
and to carry on.
tolerate, contei.plate on, meditate
Hats off to them!
on, or par boil them without very
much vital taking place. If a man
H. D.
is going to turn toward God he
requires a basis of faith that is
immutable and as readily definable as any of th- other principles
For sortie reason or other, there seems to he a sad lack of school of his existence. A spiritual founspirit in supporting "Revelries", which is one of the few remaining dation of this kind comes not by
the lending of ourselves to "reall-student-supported functions on campus.
ligious thought", but by the yieldTicket sales have been slow up to now and there is little assur- ing of ourselves to
a personal inance that the production will pay for itself.
fluence. The world is perfectly
If this condition is allowed to exist, the powers that be will soon aware that Jesus Christ is the
Wm "Revelries" as an unwanted, uncalled-for expense to the greatest single influence on mankind ever to exist. If, on that I
student body.
It is strange that a student body of slightly less than 8000 stu- first Easter morn, a living, flesh
dents can’t make "Revelries" a complete sell out every night of the and bone Christ east aside the pall
of the grave nnd decisively sub- ,
run of the show.
stantiated His former claims the I
Surely, 60 cents is little enough to pay for ri good, though not answer to our spiritual problem is
completely professional, musical variety show: ard we will be pre- tuunistakably evident.
serving one of the few remaining school functions that we can
- Robert H. Baylis
W. W.
ASB SUS,
call our own.

NEW YORK
- (UP) -- Dr.
Alfred G. Kinsey’s survey on female
sexual
behavior
shows
women reach their top sexual
drive much later than men but
hold it longer, an advance sumxnary of the report said today.
Morris L. Ernst and David
Loth, authors of a book on Kinsey’s earlier report on male sexual behavior, set down "What
Kinsey Will Tell" about women
in an article in the May issue of
Redbook magazine.
They said Kinsey’s "Sexual Behavior in the Human Female." to
be published next year, would include these findings:
I. Women donot reach their
peak sexual drive until about the
age of 29 in contrast to the teenage sex peak in males.
2. There are more homosexuals
among women then among men.
3. One-third of college women
who marry never attain sexual
satisfaction.
4. "Petting" increases with education, but college-educated women have more inhibitions.
’5. Unlike men, few women _are
SeXIII1M by books or pictures.
r

Dear Thrust and Parry:
I have directed this spiel to you in the hope that it will come to
the attention of someone in a position to act upon it.
It seems there is an old saying that goes, "Don’t bother closing
the barn door, ma, the horses are already out." Well, if my fellow
students don’t mind sharing the position of the horse, I’ll try to bend
the story to fit.
Undoubtedly, a good number of us are aware of the difficulty
encountered by the waves of students ascending (and descending)
the stairs to and from the second story level of the main building
in the- commerce sectiork above the health office. This has been
going on a long time and obviously produces no great distress under
normal conditions.
HoweveK, I can’t help wondering what the situation would be
If a fire were to break out in that vicinity!
Recent construction in that section consisted of a dummy wall
with two doors to serve as storage space for janitorial supplies. I
won’t comment on the need of this, but if building funds are at a
premium I would certainly prefer to see another stairway and I’m
sure there is ample room for one.
I don’t see why the local fire department allows classes to meet
in the commerce rooms while this obvious disregard of the fire
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Vote of Thanks

I Publish Summary
Of Kinsey Report
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Chinese Tale Inspires
Book by Dr. Shepard
By BARBARA DEEMY
Fifteen years ago, Dr, Esther Shepard." associate professo f
English, heard irChinese kgendTch ’touched off the imaginative
spark and compelled her to write her most recently published book,
"The Cowherd and the Sky Maiden."
The quick-spoken, energetic author-educator explained her reasons for choosing that particular legend for intensive study
and research. "There Is a quality of wistfulness about the
story which appealed to me
strongly," she said, "and though
It is not the most famous o( the
Chinese legends, it has been fitterpreted and dramatized In
China for many years."
Dr. Shepard started research on
the legend in 1939, and worked on
it intermittently until 1945, when
she took a leave of absence. At
this time she studied Chinese for
a year in order to understand the
symbols which she had come
across in her research.
"I’ve appreciated living in San
Jose because of its proximity to
the Chinese ctilture in San Francisco, which WPS a valuable source
of information for my book." Dr.
Shepard declared.
The book involves the tale
of a cow-herd, who cornea upon
seven star-maidens dancing in
the moonlight. One, Chill Nu, remains with him and becomes his
wife, while the other six return
heavenward. where they are
the hand maidens of the Queen
of the Western Sky. The Queen,
angry because of Chlh Nu’s dieappearance, banishes her from
the kingdom for seven years.
Meanwhile, Chih Nu and Niu
Lang attain happiness in their
small hut. The King of the Western
Sky misses the handiwork of Chih
Nu. who was known there as the
"Weaving Maiden", and demands
her return.
Upon returning to her lofty
home, Chuh Nu is so unhappy
that finally the King grants her a
favor: she and her husband might
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DR. ESTHER SIIEPARD, San
Jose State college English professor and author, whose latest
book "The Cowherd and the
Sky Maiden" was published this
month.
be reunited once a year, on the
Seventh Day of the Seventh Moon.
And so, on that day, a flock of
magpies gather and interlock .their
bright wings, forming a bridge on
which Chih No descends to earth
to meet her husband.
This legend is still widely celebrated in China as the "Festival
of the Seven Stars," and much
superstition is associated with it.
In addition to the legend
poem, Dr. Shepard traces the
steps she took while preparing
the information. The illustrations are authentically Chinese
as they were taken from Chinese school books. The cover was
designed by John Ashby Conway, husband of Dorothy Manchester Conway, former State
college faculty m?mber.
The other two outstanding works
of Dr. Shefiard are Wall Whitman’s Pose and "Paul Bunyan. ,.

MviºHuhhies
Veto-Neekline
HOLLYWOOD
(UP) - Diana
Lynn, who says she isn’t the type
adZILLS411
for ’em anyhow, came up today
I with facts she guarantees will
.1
prove there’s nothing sexy about
a plumging neckline.
(Across From Civic Auditorium)
"I took a poll," the willowy
young star said. "I asked all
SAN CARLOS and ALMADEN STS.
the men I could find at the stuBreekfest Lunch Dinner
dio if they’d let their wives
Try Ow Famous
wear one. They all said they
wouldn’t.
Bar-I-Cued Spare Ribs
"Dean Martin told me he makes
with Special Sauce
his wife change her low-necked
Horne-Mado Chili with
Fresh Ground Beef
-dress whenever she tries to wear
French Fried
one anyplace.
Prawns
"Prop men, electricians, assistANDREE’S SPECIAL
ant directorsthey all said they
Home-Made Applaltume1142510_,-_didn’t like to eft thPir ’wives- in
"
Idiom rut -Amen to ThA
with hot um
How did they feel about
Deep Dish ries .;
peek - a - boo gowns on other
gals’
Open Every Day, 7:30 a.m.
I a.m.
"I didn’t ask about that," Miss
Fri.-Set. till 3 am.Car Service
Lynn admitted.

ANDREE’S

Drive-In Restaurant

850
300
850

250

We specialize in fine and delicate
garments. Formals - Blouses
Sweaters - Knit Suits

ART CLEANERS
390 EAST SANTA CLARA STREET
CYpress 39309

"Catering to those Who Care"
DAVE ROSENTHAL, JR., Owner-Operator
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WSSF Drive Starts I ’Y. APri’ ’95
After Cart Relay Pearlman
With Bean Feed
Nsoros

By JACK
--The World Studenfryice
Fund will begin its 1950 campaign
on the San Jose State college
campus in an informal kick-off
today with a bean feed, after
Lammbda Chi Alpha’s "Pushcart
’Relays."
Pat Flanagan, special events
chairman, guarantees "all the
beans you can eat for 35 cents."
The "bean bust" will be held at
the student barbecue pit near
Ate Women’s gym.
The WSSF drive officially will
begin Monday when committee
canvassers begin their work.
Providing, as its slogan says, an
opportunity to "invest in tomorrow today." the World Student
Service Fund is not attempting to
rebuild war-battered structures of
colleges in Europe and Asia.
Rather, it is giving attention to
the needs of students, providing
food, clothing, medical aid, books,
scientific equipment and housing.
"The problem this 3:ear, according to Barbara Barr and
Dave Down, co-chairmen of the
drive, "is that foreign students
still need our help, even though
conditions have materially Improved in recent months."
We can’t pull out a helping
hand from under them now. It’s
too soon." the chairman said.
Goods are distributed on the
basis of need alone and are screened through the offices of. World
Student Relief in Geneva.
In a recent letter from Yenching University in China, a professor expressed student conditions by stating that $35 a month
could feed 500 Chinese students.
"Since war begins In the
minds of men, it is in the minds
peace musa he constructed," according to the UNESCO charter.
Miss Barr said that by assisting
young people in the development
of their minds, the Vt’SSF is
making a substantial contribution to that end.
Students working on the corn mittee this year have stressed that
("le
-suPP" 4"t4’denfs’fre’m
crane nation like thrUnited States
also may have important and far
reaching effects in stemming the
rising tide of communism among
people in foreign colleges.

ums Get ’Lifted’
In Census Count
By United Press
11
The bums, the drunks, and the
transient workers in skid row districts across the
nation were
counted by Uncle Sam recently
and a Salvation Army worker
said today that the census gave
the downtrodden "a spiritual lift".
Many were drunk, some were
sober, and all were hungry as
"the word" that census takers
were making their count was
passed through the saloons in
New York’s Bowery, the flophouses of Chicago’s Madison
street, and along the littered
_-7-Kkiitgart---a venue
In Mina:

Enjoys Part
As Welsh Coal Miner

By MARION SUMMERS
Don Pearlman is more than enthusiastic about the part of Morgan Evans in th forthcoming production of "The Corn Is Green." If
is a role he has wanted to play for a long time.
The personable 20-year old senior went on to explain why portraying the young coal miner is an engrossing challenge.

"Morgan’s attitudes and background are so far removed from
the common experience," he
says. "For one thing, he is terribly poor, and bitter against the
circumstances which force him
to work in a coal mine, lie does
not want to accept the help thaT
the schoolteacher, Miss Moffatt,
offers him."
Don explains that Morgan’s attitude is summed up in the line
from the play, "a debt of gratitude is the most humiliating debt
of all."
The role is a distinct departure
from Don’s work in "John Loves
Mary" and "Family Album". He
enjoys variety, however, and feels
equally at home playing both corn-edy and- belititifi-drelli11-.
Don did not begin to think
seriously of-the theater until
his sophomore year at San Jose
State college. A graduate of
Lincoln high school, he worked
on the school paper as sports
editor and feature writer,
His sole venture into dramatics was a small part in one of
the high school plays and he entered college as a pre-legal maj_
or.
.
When asked why he decided to
change his major, Don says, "I
don’t really know. It might have
been that I saw one of the plays,
and wished I could be doing the
same thing."
After he is graduated in June
he will go to Southern California
and join a stock company.
"There are a lot of new theaters
being built down there. The field
looks pretty promising."
He is,. not daunted by the fact
that show business is a notoriously hard nut to crack.
He is engaged to Joan Stillman,

No Cigars Allowed
Say Council Gals
The atmosphre was hazy and
there were chocolate fingerprints
on Try- ipT"and minutes at Tuesday’s council meeting.
Seems that cigars and candy
were passed by Joan E. (for excellent) Rogers, and Belmont M. (my
Buick convertible) Reid. Considerable time was lost while President Don Schaeffer lighted the
erstwhile botanical life from Havana.
The gals on the council suggested a by-law banning cigars at
future meetings. This was quickly
railroaded to defeat by threats
of absconding with the funds on
the part of Bob (please send me
a financial report) Seal.

DON PEARLMAN
formerly a student at San Jose
State college. He plans to be married soon after graduation.
INN MB

NMI

irNEAR THE CAMPUS

George’s Cleaners I
FOR STATE STUDENTS
’ Special care and service given knit I
suits blouses, dresses and sweaters.

I

FORMERLY RASO CLEANERS
I & 2 DAY SERVICE

Si;
Leather Craft Shop
Complete line of
Croft Tools
and Leather
WALLETS
HANDBAGS
BELTS
Made to Order

LET US HELP
- YOU GET STARTED
73 E. SAN FERNANDO
CYpress 3,6424

May 4 - 9

ampta
A new book of hilarious pictures
with campus captions
by Clare Barnes, Jr.

So many numerators worked
on the skid row count at Detroit that one old timer complained: "We wasn’t counted,
we was overwhelmed."

author ’of "White Collar Zoo"

$100
It’s a natural for faculty and students - -

It’s a riot

BE SURE TO GET A COPY TODAY

Curiio eveindiay,
Books

Stationery -- Office Supplies

77 South First St.

I

330 SO. THIRD STREET1
IIMI INN MB MO

"Corn Is Green"

The Bowery’s homeless greeted
the enumerators with howls of
derision or sullen silence and the
nose-counters were forced to do
their work "by observation" instead of the usual system.

Moot of the men and women
on the Detroit line stumbled on
the question: "What type of work
are you doing this week?
Hospitably, the tramps asked
some enumerators, "want a drink,
pal?"
The count at Chicago was typical of "operation skid row."
Madison street habitues swarmed into Salvation headquarters
and 37 flophouses to be counted
by 90 census takers. George O’Connell, assistant area census superintendent, said the operation
went smoothly.

S

CYpress 2 - 4161

Science Department Well Aired

Is it a hying saucer? Is tt a
pursuit ship? No! It’s a blackbird. In fact it’s two blackbirds.’
Persons walking by the San
Jose high school principal’s office
recently have had the strange experience of being bird buzzed
Two blackbirds have made their
nest in one of palm trees in front
of the schools, and are making
war on anyone who even looks
like they are going to bother the
bird’s home.
A secretary at the high school
says they take turns in making
their. dives.
Bill Reagan, photographer for
the San Jose Mercury Herald,
was camped in front of the principal’s office all day yesterday trying to get a picture of the birds
in action.
It’s getting so people hate to
walk by the school. They even
cross the street to avoid the little
buzz bombs.
For all we know, the birds may
go down in history.

..

ONE OF’ THE MANY fans used In the ventilating system In the
Science department. Fumes from various chemicals are drawn into
the fahs from tre large (hut in the background. The fumes are
forced by the fan into the large ducts and through an outlet on
the roof of the building where they are dissipated. In the second
Picture’ IlWen Friesen is shown at one of the individual ventilator
hoods in the chemistry lab. The hood will carry the fumes into the
main ventilating system and thence out of the building.
- -

Blackbirds
Disturb Prexy

Don’t Miss
The-Corn
Is Green
oC":09’

COFFEE
5c
AT

THE COOP

Seniors
Get Your
Placement Pictures Now
Appointments are now being taken for placement pictures,
sins 21/2131/2".

$5.00 dozen

$3.50 half dozen

"Proofs Shown In Three Days"

BUSHNELL’S STUDIO
34 No. First St.

CYpress 4-8877

Students’ Travel Aided by Hostels
Have you a yen to see far-away
places this summer? And do you
have to abandon the thought of
travel because of its expense?
Then youth hosteling may help
you fulfill the urge to wander at
a very minimum cost.
Hosteling is described as travel

; "under your owr. steam"; that is
by foot, bicycle, canoe, sklis or
horseback ,and may be done in
lAmerica or 25 other countries. Of
course, besides the pleasure which
comes to the hostelers, there
couldn’t be a more effective vtay
of promoting international goodwilL

CHURCH

In order to join a youth hostel
group for a trip, you must become
a member of American Youth
Hostel corporation, which is a
non-profit organization. A.A. AYH
pass admits .you to _Melds while
you are traveling.

DIRECTORY
1RINITY EPISCOPAL CHUiCH-

Second nctSt. John Streets
’
Sunday. S.00 am.Holy Communion
School
.m.Church
9:30
11:00 a m Morning Prayer *net Sermon
, 7:30 p.m Canterbury Club
Rev. Howard O. ScItelten
Chaplain to Episcopal Students
Phone-C.4,ms 3-7953

GRACE LUTHERAN CHURCH
(United Lutheran Church in America)
Rev. Clarence F. Crouser, AB: ’23
59 E. Julian St.
Sunday, 9:45 a.m.Church School
11 a.m.Morning Service by pastor.
7 p.m.Luther League.

FIRST
CHRISTIAN CHURCH
SO S. Fifth Street

11:00

a.m."On

Lifting Life’s

Loads’
7:00 p.m.Christian
Fellowship
REV. FRANZ, Pastor

The hostels themselves, where
hostelers have traveling accommodations, are inexpensive places
where you do all your own cleaning up, and usually your own
cooking. The average hosteling
group is composed of seven or
eight members and a trained
supervisor.

playtime

loafin;
Iii

atyle.

’Bye Bye, Baby
OTTAWA, April 27. --( UP) --The last band of nomad Eskimos
surrendered to civilization today
-the victims of hunger.
Government officials said the
of 30 Esbjuptios who previous had shunned trailing poi s
agreed fo accept food ar
tea
supplies after they ran out of
caribou meat. The supplies will
be flown to them by the army
medical corps.

Second Floor

Rev. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor
Merle Roark, Pastor’s Assistant
Second & San Antonio Streets
TIMES OF WORSHIP

College Age Group: "Senior B. Y."
6.15 Sunday evenings. The group
hes wide awak meetings each Sunday night. Outsid speakers are
brought in from time to fim. A variety of social activities is scheduled
throughout the school year. On* Sunday a month the group goes to the
Odd Fellows Horne to hold services.
The group also sponsors other activities as tin need arises.

sauciest

Four characteristics typify a
successful hosteler: ability to ride
a bicycle or hike, carrying your
own equipment, some experitnce
living with groups of people in the
out-of-doors, and the willingness
to cooperate.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

Sunday, 11:00 a.m., 7:30 p.m.
9:30 a.m. High Collegiate
Dept. of Church School
Wed., 7:30 p.m., Prayer Meeting

newest,

SAVE
AND
SMILE

BETTER USED
GARMENT SHOPPE
SMART USED CLOTHING
FOR THE FAMILY
Sold on Consignment
42 E. WILLIAM ST.
CYprou 2-5749
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College Choir
Sings Sunday
At Montalvo

SPARTAN DAILY

Revelries Cast Holds Audience Interest
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$35 Feeds
500 Students
In China!

One of the show places of fhis
area, Villa Montalvo, which lies
just off the Saratoga -Los’ Gatos
road, will be the setting of the
a cappella chair. concert Sunday
at 3:30 p.m.
The choir, under the direction
of Mr. William J..Erlendson, will
present "Jesu, Priceless Treasure"
by Bach, "0 Nata Lux de.I.,,uminel! by Wits, "Adorarnus Te"
by Corsi, "Ascendit Deus" by
Gallus, "Ave Marie" by VillaLobos, "Beautiful Savior" b
Christi-engemand -In th-eReginning" by Copland. Virginia Bower
will be soloist.
Tickets are on sale at the
.Music department, and also will
be sold at the door. Admivion is
50 cents.

Most San Jose State college
students could eat on $35 a
month, if they put another notch
in their belts.
However, their belts would be
well-notched if 500 students were
foked to eat on $35 a month as
is done by Chinese students at
Yenching.
"Food is cheap there, but not
that, cheap.", says Dave Down,.
World Student Service Fund Co- chairman, upon reading a recent .
letter from Philip Lee Woolf, a ,
teacher at Yenching, China.
Down said the whole Ye.nching
student body could live on less
than $80 a Month. "However,
their main need is text’ books, as
:is the case in all war-torn countries."

The prwzram is sponsored 11;
the Friends of Montalvo group..

Accident Victim
In Critical Stage 4

Condition of Richard Schefsky,
who was Injured in an automobile
accident near San Mateo last
Friday night, is reported to be
critical.
Schefsky is hospitalized at the
San Mateo Community hospital.
Coy Staggs, president of the
San. Jose chapter of Phi Sigma
Kappa, national fraternity, to
which Schefsky belongs& said- that
15 fraternity brothers have offered to donate blood if it is
needed.
The victim is a senior business
administration major from Burlingame.

5

:Aeinberi of the cast of "Low Button Shoes" are pictured above during a recent relit arsal. More
than 100 students participated in behind-the -scenes work prior to the first presentation Wednesday
evenirg. The 1f:64) Spartan Revelries won audience approval as one of the cleanest and brightest
Photo by Ilildenbrandt
Revelries productions ever presented at San Jose State college.

1- He asked all committee members and students to remember
Yenching when donating next
week.

CCF Hears Pastor
Meeting
Spring Music Festival to Get Under Way May 5 AtTheRecent
Rev. Dwight Small, pastor

, a rating of superior, eseellent
More than 60 communities will First Congregational church.
be represented in _the spring
There will be -representatives’ good, fat:, or -IncOmpletc. Exmusic festival at San Jose State from 56 high schools, 16 junior ! perienced musicians will act as
college May 5 and 6.
high schools, and 22 elementary ; adjudicators of the various
events of the festival.
The festival is sponsored by the schools.
Students from 67 communities
OrchesCalifornia School ’Band,.
j Mr. W. Gibson Walters, associ- I from Eureka in the north to King
tra, and Vocal association, in the ate professor of music at San City in the south will participate
Northern district.
j Jose State colloge, and Mr. Ches- in the two-day event.
Meetings will be hold in the ter Mason, supervisor of music
Morris Dailey auditorium, Civic education in San Jose schools, will
"Corn Is Green"
auditorium, Scottish Rite tem- i be chairmen of the affair.
Each musical organization or I
ple, Methodist church, Adult ;
May 4 - 9
Center Recreation hall, and the ! individual soloist will be given
.

estminister -PreSbyteriari
church, spoke to the Collegiate
Christian Fellowship at the regular meeting of that group yesterday.
Last year, Rev. Small conducted a series of campus lectures
on the subject, "The Deity of
Christ." He has spoken before
the Philosophy club and many
other groups at San, Jose State
college, Stan Ekstrand, president
of the CCF, said.

of

HOLLYWOOD SHOP
86 SOUTH FIRST ST.
Shown here Is the medern store front of the
braid -new Elwoods Hcllywood Shop.
Modern, functional, unique, and colorful . . .
des.gned with the customer in mind, this
beautiful new store makes shopping a plea "re instead of a task.
Gills, this beautiful ns.w store is waiting to be
inspected by you. Drop down there today ...
you might not want to !ease, but you won’t
regret it.

. p.enned fo serve
you.
Many new departments have been added so as
10 make it possible for you to do ell your apparel
shopping in one stop. A rviw costume jewelry
depertmen:, a department espocially for the
collec.le woman, and a "9" shop carrying sizes 7,
0, and 9, ai e new features of the store.
IS a beautiful store ... drop down there and
see for yourself.

4
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SAE Holds Spring.Fornial
At lit. Diablo Tonight
Twe1f;l1 annual Sigma Alpha
Epsilon spring formal will take
plcce tonight at Mt. Diablo Couptr.. club from 10 until’ 12 o’clock.
!..oeated in the rolling hills near
Danville. the country club %’ill
house the 300 members, guests
and alumni as they dance to the
Music of Howard Fredric and his
"Band of Gold."
As each woman guest enters

Kappa Alpha Fete

’s "Corn Is Green" --- May 4 - 9

Pledges at Banquet

Kappa Alpha pledged 13 men
11fenday- -evening:Ur-a-candlelight
Ceremony at the chapter house,
1506 S. Ninth street, according to
, the ballroom with her escort, she Jack Reidy, rush.. chairman.
The new pledges are Harold
will be presented ivith ,a corsage ’1
of orchids and a bid of purple Bristow, Dick Burkhart, Lionel
colored suede inscribed with thitGoularte, Dick Ho f f ma
Don
name of her escort.
Henriksen,.
DonMigue
I,
’Bruce
,
Highlight of the evening will be
. the traditional "eircle serenade." Jones, Keith Kepler, Jay Raw,
’ At the strike of midnight, all Don Stager, -Warren Vandever, -Ed
lhose present at the dance will Von Hoist and Jerry Vertin.
_encircle the girls wearing SAE
A banquet honoring the pledges
fraternity pins and serenade them was held preceeding the cerewith the SAE song, "Violets."
mony.

Sigma Kapp-as Give
Fashion Show

Socially -.cpeating

signta. Kappa sorority members ’
and pledges gathered at the chap- !
ter house Monday" night to witness
a. ...Spring Fashion" presentation, i
ae<ording to Pat Golder, publicity
cli.irman.
’
Commentator for the show was
.
Frbrence Warming, who introduceLA
SK-inodeli dressed in -beach fogs,
dire dresses and "glamour garb."
Miral of the fashion story was
The 34 Chi Omega pledges were
’llpv to- dress attractively on a
honored recently at an overnight
small budget."
"chapter President Sim Plough party at the sorority house, and
stai . the’ dhow with a self-de- picnic at Alum Rock park. This
stcnet two-piece sunsuit of white event marked the final stage of
sharkskin. Other beach-time ad- the pledge period.
.
%testes Were Jewel Smialkowsky..
Highlight of the picnic was the
PiTtlifratraideni and Dianne Mot’, awarding of the activities cup to
gan,
the pledge class. Lou Ann De- Possaes-te- du& creations were- Ude,. -pled g e secretary,--represhown by chapter, "cuties," Aud- seated the class, and received the
rey Bittman, Shirley Pippin, and cup from Connie Carlson, activiJoan Condon, Miss B. J. .Holt ties chairman.
evoked gasps of delight from onScholarship bracelets were also
lookers in- a kelly-green n y I o n presented to the girls receiving
.
dance dress trimmed with tiny
sequins. The ensemble was topped
by a full length fur coat and
satin, slippers.
’21( sisters, Janet Larice, -Dianne
Morgan. and Miss Holt climaxed m
the evening’s fashion regalia with
a series of formal dresses. -Strapless gowns with fitted jaillith led
Delta Zeta pledges were initi.I.
- ’
ated into the sorority Saturday
thr--shoulder. creations following
and honored at a luncheon at
’
in a elos. second place.
LRickey’s Studio Club in Palo Alto.
reddy Bulman, vice-president,
Ipresented "outstanding pledges"
:awards to Grace Griffel, for scholarshop; Barbara Downey. for activities; Virginia Johdon, for be’ ing the best pledge.
7wo’San-Jose State college Ira- .F -Miss -Griffel, president of the
te: nities sited picnics as a means ’newly initiated pledge class, preof fraternizing this week. Theta i sented the actives with a bone
Xi social organization held a steak china cup and saucer, a gift from
barbecue at Wieland’s gardens the neophytes.
I
Sa t urda v while Delta Theta
Guest speaker at the luncheon
Omega fraternity favored a bean was Mrs. Fred Kelleway, province
feed Monday afternon, also held
at Wieland’s.
The San Jose colony of Theta
Xi hosted members of Tau chapter from Stanford and Nu chapter front Berkeley at the week- 1 A
"ervi celebration. Capt. Robert D. A t Cerenwny
_
--Ar.-ers.-faculty atiViSOF tor the to
was
senior host for i
ca: -group,
R. D. Booker and Tod Ilodgdon
th? even’, according to John Del , became Delta Sigma Gamma acSeco, paliicity chairman.
; tives Monday night during cerePlayin; host to representatives; monies _held at the chapter house,
of a nalional social fraternity, eccording to Presidetu Jim Zane.
DTO feted Stanford, Berkeley. ,
Nine men were given pledge
and_
- same e V e tV n g. The
1-911iie--Chutk-4-Atfi,-Dan
1
e-Cartsi"" til,"1"4
4rEttethrtart. Vibes. jyfaInnr. Norm
The -ip-an feed" served-tir-in=7-Simpson, Phil-Heron. JOe Pappas,
doctrinate the 19 new pledges of Tom ’ Daly, -Bince Nelson, and
TYPO -and was a "get acquainted"-!-John- Mai Mr. Duff was- -named
medium for Members of the local; pledge captain for. the -group. Paul
frrternit. and the peninsula col,-; Nelson will serve as pledge
visitors.
I inastei. "

Ch.10 Actives Honor Pledges
, Picnic
t Overnight
,
-s-s

the highest grade, point averages
in the sorority during the last
three quarters. Pat Marshall,
scholarship -chairman, gave the
awards to Evelyn McCurdy for
spring q u a r t e r, 1949; Carolyn
Haney for fall, 1949; Kitty Gunner and Flo Taylor for winter,
1930.
The pledges will be initiated into -the sorority- this week. Cert.monies will take place at the
house on Friday and Saturday,
and conclude Sunday in the ballroom of the Catholic Women’s
Center.

"beautifully, bare"
11
OP CillfOOIA

...the perfect
sandal to go
with summer’ bare"
fashions...
featuring a sponge
rubber innersole for extra,
giOrious comfort.

Delta Zetas Hold Luncheon
To Honor Pledge Class

Two SJ Frats
Hold Picnics

I-

.

directqr.
Other special guests were advisers Dr. Margaret Jones and
Miss Pauline- Lynch; - alumnae adviser Patricia Bacon; and alumnae
Miss ’Gloria Leonard and Miss !
Barbara Downs.
After -Low Button Shoes - - Come to Dierks for
Good Donu’rs and Coffee

DIERKS

An.

at the

UNITARIAN CHURCH
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
160 NORTH THIRD STREET
Nathaniel Laurie. Minister
t

g.,111

cc
_nave

c-"Lotv

&Hon

ShoeJ

mer Casuals

49

You’ll be amazed at
this outstanding valt:, on girls’ casuals
Ill . .. red, green, or
white kid, ranging in
all sizes.

that is- most real today is the pressure of organized religion to establish
tIs. oarticular tenets of secteria., religion in the teaching of our public
schools. Standing with Unitarian Horace Mann in complete loyalty to the
American ideal of non-sectarian universal free education, this Sunday’s
I f.00 iii. sermon will’’’. on:

Prof. Elmo A. Robinson on
"Albert Schweitzer’s Answer"

- Green
Fuschia

But We Do Have

THE THREAT TO TEACHING

The Chancing Club disccussio.1 for _college -age young people will present

- White
Yellow -

I Vtin
Mole Floor Shoe Salon

371 %fast San Carlos

Booker, tiodgdon
Become DSG s

"CHURCH, STATE AND PUBLIC SCHOOL"

7 Glorious Colors
Lilac
Red
Natural -

SAVE UP TO 50’, ON NATIONALLY ADVERTISED SHOES

SHOE OUTLET
Open Thursday
Night ’till 9

73 North First
SHOES FOR ALL THE.FAMILY

NEXT TO CREST THEATRE

ONION.

Two hours free parking
at St. Charles perking
area with any
purchase.

NEXT TO CREST THEATRE

.

Delta ’Zetas Get Award Alpha Gamma:
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Wife of Former
Holds Formal Theta Chis
SJSC Student V
Pledge Dinner Plan Picnic
At Alum Rock Secretary Has Girl

Alpha Gamma art fraternity recently honored its 19 pledges at
a formal dinner in en Italian
restaurant, according to Bill
Chan, publicity chairman for the
group.
Pledges honored were: Marilyn
Collins, Joan Dahner t, Bruce
Keith, Bob Kimura, Walter Loo,
...Mary Lodes, rat McKin, Arthur
Moreno, Richard Oliver, Clay Osborne, Virginia Pendell; Maryevelyn Peterson, Bill ’Quong, Mike
Rivera, Barbera Rose, Joanne
- Sehlegeli-Ken---Shimase ,
Starnes, and Hubert Vargus.
Mr. Robert Coleman, faculty
adviser, welcomed the neophytes.
He gave a brief history of the
organization.
An instrumental trio, comprised
of Bill Chan who played the man Pictured from left to right: Grace Grine’, Mrs. Helen Andres, dolin;" Marilyn Collins and Fred
Cooper who played ukeleles, furLouhe Lapp, Alice Kent, and Marian Swanson.
nished entertainment for OM evening.

Theta Chi plans to highlight its
spring rush season with a* picnic
at Alum Rock park Saturday
afternoon, according to Herb Patnoe, publicity chairman.
Baseball, food, and a songfest
will top the agenda for the stag
get-together. Pledgemaster Don
McKinley is in .charge of the affair. The. tial smoker of the
season will be held Monday night
at--the chapter lietise;-Patrioe soya.
Forty guests attended .the first
in a series of rush parties last
Monday, evening-et ,thS7Eightli
street house. Actives Mary Braunstein and Joe Juliano and members of the present pledge class
furnished entertainment for the
potential neophytes.

Sorority Joint Meeting
SkitsSinging_

ri e , app tieceive up Fraternity Gets
At Panhellenic Breakfast Three New Pledges
Grace Griffel and Louise Lapp
of Delta Zeta received the Gamma Phi Beta scholarship cup during the annual Panhellenic breakfast held Sunday at the Gamma
.Pht-ellapter
president of Gamma Phi. and
Marion Swanson, Panhellenic
president, preSented the award.
Mrs. Helen Andres, national di,
rector of chapters, was special
speaker for the morning.
Attending the breakfast were
San Jose State college junior and
senior Panhellenic representatives,

their advisers, and officers of the
local inter-sorority .council.
Other speakers of’ the morning
were ’Dean Helen Diriimick and
Miss Kent.
Delta Zeta members received
the. award. for having-..the blabs’s*
grade point average:for,the quarter. At the end of the year, the
perpetual cup will be awarded to
the house with the highest academic rating for the entire school
year. The cup is a tradition which
has been activated by the Beta
Theta chapter of Gamma Phi Beta
this year.

-S k it s, volleyball, community
singing and punch and cookies
were attractions of the joint
meeting between the pledge
classes of Gamma Phi _Beta and
Kappa Kappa Gamma, held Tuesday at, the Gamma .Phi house.
Planning committee heads wtte
Marian Huttman, Gamma Phi
Beta, and Audrey Burgland, Kappa Kappa Gamma.

San Jose colony of Theta Xi
recently pledged three men to the
fraternity. The pledging ceremony
took place at the colony house.
Theta Xi pledges are Arthur
Gray, George Ramsey, and Walker Scanlan.
____

A baby girl was born Easter
Sunday to Ruth and Malcolm
"Mac" Carpenter, according to an"
announcement received by Dean
of Men Paul M. Pitman.
The child, Leslie Anne, weighed
7 lbs., 1/2 oz. Carpenter was exe.
"cutive secretary of the Student Y
in 1947-49. He is pastor of the
First Methodist church at Round
Lake, New York, The Carpenters- have-one -other child- a boy.

ARMSTRONG’S
FOUNTAIN
Quality Foods at Reasonable
Prices
Sandwiches - Salads - Sodas

ARMSTRONG’S
PHARMACY
A Complete Line of
DRUGS. COSMETICS
and ACCESSORIES

518 So. 10th

CY 2-5502

look.’ the moccasin has turned enchantress.’
4).

Theta Mu Sigma Initiates Nine
"An extremely Ii el y pledge i chievous class. The kidnapping of
class" ,was initiated by Theta Mu "B irdi e," the TMS cook, and
Sigma recently at the S. Tenth member 011ie Dibble’s subsequent
street fraternity house, according
lo-Publicity Cie irmari-Bill-Finger, hike down’ from a mountain_peak
Initiation ceremonies’ ended the were but two of the fabulous fishort, happy activities of the mis- ascos sponsOred by the frisky
pledge group. Finger sass.
Dpomed now to the dignified
status of "members" are Ken
Venturi, Armond George, Keith
.n ers y, Alden "Cap" Blood.
Jim Weldon, Don Fulsaas. Don
Twenty-three members of Kap- Gale, Harvey Peterson, and Cliff
pa pelta Pi attended the first Majersik.
meeting held recently at the home
of Mary Kelley, president of the
group.
Miss Kelley reported upon her
trip to the national convention in
Indiana. The group discussed how
A mothers’ tea is scheduled by
the San Jose chapter fitted into Alpha Omicron Pi for early May.
The affair will be sponsored jointthe national scene.
Plans were made for the com- ly by pledges and actives of the

Kappa Delta Pi
Holds Meeting

Alpha Omicron Pi to Hold
Mothers’ Tea in May

ing year.

_

sorority.

handsewn vamp? why, of course!
;895

SAHRIIT
EVAPAt
-yC
’--120-UNIVERSITY

--

iwid

ALTO

rare witchery afoot!
A Mpther’s Pay Surpilse!

Gift Blouse
from Co/man’s
Shopping for a Mother’s Day gift is
a pleasure at Cclman’s . . . where
urending variety rndes choice easy.
Nylon, rayon end colon b’ouses in
white and pastels . . .
lace -trimmed, tailored.

$2.98 to $1 2:95

Thin, thin straps are news so expose
yourself to them in these beguiling,
bewitching, be - wonderful Sportsters.
And hews, too, .that ultra short vamp
. . . unusual in a true moccasin but,
then, Sportsters are always unusually
exciting. You’ve noticed, haven’t you?

FRANK MORE
"Casuals"

AT

San Jose Concert Series Samoa
Ticket Week--April .24 -29 .
WrIt

MP".

*474,’

gtOt 44".. 2

t49 SqutfrPtrzt
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INK 10;a4

ft& 41041,V 411:0
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’Shoes’ Sheriff Committee Votes to Continue \
Meets the Red Present Dead-Week Policy
Thi
ow

Hornbuckle Meets Beltbuckle

In Wedr4sday’s Meeting-of-the+ marked their satisfaction with
Examination committee_jt_was de- the present system.
Three choices were listed on the
Under a glaring noonday sun cided the present policy in regard questionnaire: 1) Continue under
Sheriff Hornbuckle of Santa Clara to dead-week shall remain in the present system; 21 Reinstate
county met Sheriff Beltbuckle of effect, Harrison F. Heath, corn - Rule 7, leaving limiting of social
"Low Button Shoes". The two mittee chairman, announced yes- and athletic events to organizaofficials discussed current prob- terday.
tions concerned; and, 3) Reinlems of their offices. They finally
The
committee state Rule 7, but modify it to
Examination
concluded that although their voted it is the general policy of forbid all social and athletic funcnames are similar, their duties the college that the
next to the tions involving students.
are not.
last week of the quarter be deThe break-down of opinions was
Sheriff Belt buck le, better voted_primarily to completion of
follows: Student, 349 (34 per
known as Lud Spolyar, was ac- term projects and to reviewing. as
cent) for No. 1; 445 (43 per cent)
companied by two Keystone cops Only those examinations judged
cent) for
Who help him enforee the law necessary by the faculty,- and for No. 2; 245 (23 per
No. 3. Faculty, 187 (81 per cent)
during the third act of this year’s social and other activities judged
No. 1; ,19 (8 -r cent) No. 2; 25
Spartan Fteeejejos,_ Low__.11utton-i--neeessary--bythe---ergas
1 per cent) No. 3. Total stuShoes".. Sheriff Hornbuckle was concerned will be held.
t and faculty, 536 (42 per
used_to--see-his-doubte in peemon-in the concensus of *the cent) No. 1; 464 (37 per FeTirt
and heartily shoot: Beltbuekle’s committee that we need u p01No. 2; 270 (21 per cent) No. 3.
hand.
icy to agree on and we should
Producod and sponsored by ’the leave the administration of
Jim McDonald, San Jose State
San Jose State college student
that policy to the intelligence
body, Spartan Revelries will be of those concerned," Heath 145-pound varsity boxer, is also
captain of the Spartan -pistol
presented tonight and ’tomorrow said.
night at 8:15 o’clock. Directed by
Dr. Heath expressed the belief team.
Dick Pritchard and written by that the past two quarters have
For an economical lunch,
Pritchard and Bill Pentony, "Low run smeothly with a minimum of
many kinds of sandwiches,
Button Shoes" gave the audience inconvenience. And to continue
COME TO THE
two hours of solo
r_the present system is to the
Tickets may be purchased for to- best interest of all concerned.
night’s and tomorrow night’s perIn the poll conducted by the
135 E. San Antonio Street
formances In the Graduate Man- committee, the majority of facEstablished 1925 Open ’till 2:45 P.M.
ager’s office.
ulty and students queried

San Jose Box Lunch

Sheriff Howard Hornbuckie of Santa Clara county (left) is
pictured above talking to Sheriff Beltbuckie of the 1950 Spartan
Revelries "Low Button Shoes". Hornbuckle is a graduate of San
Jose State college, and Beltbuckle, otheraNe known as Lud SpolPhoto by Gmelin
Nor, now attends State.

Audubon,Club
110assified Ads
Shows Movies
The Sant* Clara valley chapter
of the National Audubon society
presented movies on the importance of conserving our natural
resources last ’night in the Montgomery theater in the Civic auditoiittm, according to information
frcm the Natural Science department.
Mr. Alexander Sprunt Jr., Conservation authority from Charleston, south Carolina. discussed the
importance and meaning of conservation.
Movies were shown
that Illustrated the formation
growth of soil, the building Of a
plant from air, water and soil,
animal life inter-relationS end the
inelligent use of the nattniil re-

Luther Takes Job
Lloyd
Appointment
of
Mr.
Luther, police schoell graduate of
1949, to the U. S. Department of
Immigration and Naturalization
v.1, s learned recently by Director
IV:!lard E. Schmidt.

‘J.

tore the gam160,.

FOR RENT

Men: Large, comfortable room,
single or double. 406 S. 11th
street.
Large rooms for college men,
cooking privilege. 112 S. 12th
street. CY 3-7449 or CY 2-0179.
Women students: Eat, sleep,
shower In comfortable, congenial
surroundings at 544 S. Seventh
street.
Furnished house for rent, three
men. Prilite _lot. 479 Willow
Glen way.
Single room- for girl in six-room
home with five other college girls.
743 S. 10th street. CY 5-1312.
Room and board in Christian
home for two men. Good food six
days a week. Use of garage and
piano., iie block to-bus-. RP115511-1
1003 C-Itapman street.’
able.
AX 6-0395.
FOR SALE
Royal portable, silent deluxe,
SW, like new. 177 S. 12th Street.
cy 2.9191

Sailboat, 13 ft. catboat. Contact Frank Horst, 200 N. 12th
Luther will report to a govern- street, between 5-7 p.m.
recht school in El Paso, Texas.
"Corn
fc- training. according to

---- 1:

entries to the most beautiful
summer you’ve ever had. Sunloving cottons that have the
smartest detail, the fullest of
skirts, the youngest, gayest look

more realistic.

I

10"

Ai-San Jose State

S

Hurry,- hurry, hurry . . get your

’never more lush ... prices never

May. 4 - 9

< NORRIS’ ... Famous for fine CAMPUS fabrics

on earth

we’ve seen in years. Colors were

Is Green.
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REVELRIES

I

for
"Low Button Shoes"
In San Jose
it’s

NORRIS’
for

The Finest in Yardage

NORRIS’

"Son Jose’s Store for Yardage"
For Over 22 Years

<

-CY 2478-7 -

268 S. First St.

...ON Pe

Take advantage of our libe.al
credit facilities. Learn how easy
it is to own and enjoy a Prussia
garment. Our credit department
will gladly arrange terms for
you that will fit your budget.

co)... 1 P
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Ills

at
SANTA
CRUZ
UTDOORS

NJOY the

Gordon Perry’s

OT BUTTERED
POPCORN
The Big 50c
BEACH PARTY SIZE

School Sets Camp Dates
The West Coast Nature sehool
today announced the three sessions that will comprise instruction for the 14th annual summer
school, according to an announcement from Mrs. Gertrude Cavins,
financial secretary and registrar
for the sctiool.
The first session of the school
will be held at Yosemite National
Park from June 25 through July
1: The only student camping -group
that will he held at any of the
three sessions will be ’Yosemite
and will be under the directio
of Dr. G. Alexander McCallum,
associate professor of Biology at
San Jose State college.

After return to camp at 2 p.m.
there will be time spent in study
and rest, and evening meetings
CARMEL POPCORN
of instruction and entertainment
by membei.s of the staff and stu"HOT" ROASTED
dent body.
PEANUTS
The second session of the nature
CANDY APPLES
school will be held in the MamICE CREAM
moth Lakes region on the east(Hand -Packed)
ern slope of the Sierra Nevada
mountains and will be held from
. . and for your sweettooth-:July 2 through July 8. At this
Chocolates, Brittles, Clusters
camp and at Asilomar the students will have to provide their
own living acommodations.
The class schedules will be
about the same in regards to the
hours spent everyday on field
NEAR THE PALOMAR HOTEL
trips. There will be an entire day
1324 PACIFIC AVE.
There will be six full days of spent at the Devil’s Post Pile
Open ’till 8:30 P.M.
instruction
at
Yosemite.
The National monument.
_
mornings will be spent on hikes
Asilomar will be the site for
the third and last session of the
4494101.4.4440.444.1.41.45.0.4541,061
Nature school for the summer and
will be held from July 9 through
July 15. The camp is located beAT COWEL BEACH
side the ocean near Carmel ;and
Pacific Grove. The scope of the
Hot Water Showers and Dressing Room
school’s study here will be ex-

karmelkoPn

tended to inctode the rocks, the
beaches and the marine life.
Registration for the three trips
will be open Monday, May 1, at
9 a.m. in Room 100 in the natural
science building ,according to Mrs.
Cavins. The registration .fee of
$15 for each 6-day session is
payable in advance. The fee covers the cost of tuition, but does
not cover the cost Of transportation, lodging And food-,--which must
be provided by the .student.
Science majors will be given;
first consideration and, contrary!
to previous years, the nature
school will make the final selection of those who Will be permitted to make the trip. Interested persons should contact Mrs.
Cavins.

at beautiful,
BEN LOMAND
SANTA CRUZ MOUNTAINS
Complete ...
HOTEL FACILITIES
Filtered Swimming Pool
BANQUET ROOM
Largest in
SAN LORENZO VALLEY
Phone Ben Lomand 4

PIER BATH HOUSE and LUNCH ROOM

PRICES
Change for the beach
’..".31ange and Shower
Two changes, Shower and Clothes checked

.I5c
.25c
.35c

ENTRANCE TO WARF

Models for the AWS fashion
show "Swing Into Spring," are
being chosen from the San Jose
State college sororities, fraternities, and living groups, according to Melba Sills, publicity director.
The models will display the
newest thing for spring and summer wear from Hales department store and men’s store. Marion Swanson is in charge of the
models commit tee.
.
The show will be presented May
0, from 7 to 9 p.m. in the Catholic Women’s center ballroom.
Ingrid Anderson, newly appointed program chairman, is
planning special entertainment
for the AWS meeting next Wednesday.

Chicken
ic in a ga4ket

1

. . . . . K , , -.,.
,1,
. .,_k ,. ., ,..

,M1,7"-- fnicr

CHICKEN VILLA
Drive-Inn _!35’ Girls
Front and Laurel

Living Groups
To Furnish
Show Models

Delivery Service’. Ph. 3870 Doc & Monica

’Y’ Luncheon

DINE WISELY!
in a
friendly atmosphere

Gilbert, assistant
Mr. John
professor of history, and Mr.
James Jacobs of the English department, will be special guests
at the ’Meet Your Faculty" lunch
today in the Student Y lounge.
The informal "chat" luncheon will
begin at 11:30 a.m.
According to Jim Martin, Y secretary, all students are invited
to attend and bring their lunches.
Today’s lunch is the third in a
series sponsored by the Student
Y.
Different faculty guests are ineach lunch.
vited to_ attend
_

... enjoy goo"
-.American lood

7000$ qpill

BREAKFAST LUNCH DINNER

112 SOQUEL

Announcements
WAA TennisrAll girls interested in playing tennis should at -tend meeting Monday at 4:30 p.m
Tennis starts Wednesday.Tau Delta Phl: 12:30 pm. meeting today in the Tower.
Lonely Hearts A. C.: Dearest
"Jolting Joe," I still love you -Donnie.
’ Student V: All students are invited to the "Meet Your Faculty"
luncheon today at 11:30 a.m. in
the Student Y lounge. Mr. John
Gilbert of the History department
and Mr. James Jacobs of the
English department will be special guests.
Spartan Spinners: May party
will be held Tuesday night at
7:30 o’clock in the YWCA gym.
Spartan Shields: Bring reports
from department heads to the
1:30 p.m. meeting today in Room
21. Notify another member if

FOUNTAIN
and
SERVICE
CAR
From Beautiful Girls

CROSS ROADS BAR-B-Q
311 Pacific

Open All Nife
0101111MIN

you -ere -unable to attend.

FAMOUS...
for it’s beauty. The garden spot of California.
Over 400 different varieties of trees an shrubs imported
through the world.
The most delicious Cheese -C ake east of the Missippi.
Food that has ben fam us throughout the Penninsula
area for years.
ZZ3
Loui

C3C1/13

Rociy

4 miles N. of Santa Cruz
.on Lot Gags Highway

Zanze

Babbling Brook
FOR FINE FOOD
A LA CARTE
Luncheons - 11:30 - 2 Week Days
Dinnr - 5:00 - A Week Days
SUNDAY DINNERS I - 8
Closed Mondays
Santa Cruz, California
1025 Laurel St.
Telephone 4020
Mr. and Mrs, T. E. Schwarz

. . . when you crave
good Italian food...

adolph’s place
Spaghetti Ravioli
DINNER
$1.00

PARTY ACCOMMODAMNS
STEAKS CHOPS CHICKEN
Phone 2018 For Reservations
812 FRONT ST.

/e41E,RiAr
,
61/2 miles north of Santa Cruz on Highway No. 17.
Cocktails 1:00 P.M. to Midnight
Dinner 6:30-10:30 P.M.
Dancing 9:00 P.M. to 1:00 A.M. on Saturdays
Ow every day of th wiik. Telephone Santa Cruz 4637-M for reservations.
OUR HOUSE IS YOURS
Jim Gillios
Ralph fluffon

Roo

111.11101.........

"
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San Jose Mermen to Bid
For Last Conference Title
San Jose State college swimmers bid farewell to the CCAA
this week in -the eighth annual
conference championships at tge
Men’s pool today and tomorrow.
The Spartans will be favored to
tvin in the two-day session.

Spartans Win
Three In Row
Pepperdine college will invade
Spartan city courts Friday, May
5, to meet the San Jose State tennis team in matches that will decide the 1950 CCAA net championship.
The locals won the northern division title by nipping Cal Poly
54-in -St-in -Ms- Obispo Monday.
Following the Mustang meeting, Coach Ted Mumby’s net men went further south, to Santa Barbara where they conquered two channel city foci in two
days. The University of California at Santa Barbara offered
stiff resistance before bowing
5-4 Tuesda y. Yesterday, the
Spartans won over a tough Santa Barbara JC team 6-3.
Three SJS stars, Butch KrikorIan, unet Buiwa and Don
remai ned in southern California to
participate in the Ojai Valley
Open and Intercollegiate championships.
The three straight_ southiand
victories brought Sparta’s season
record to 11 victories out ’of 15

meetings. Dave Parnay and Don
Gale won all three of their singles
meetings during the week, while
Krikorian and Bulwa fell before
two classy Santa Barbara ’Main-

gles foes, Jim Herd and George
Manset. Krikorian and Bulwa
also dropped their doubles match
In Bob Carlson and Bob Reddin.

"For Really Fine Food"
IT’S THE

OLD
PLANTATION
_SOUTHERN FRIED -CHICKEN-

$175
San Antonio and El Camino
LOS ALTOS TURN-OFF

Helen and Lefty Bartlett

FOR DELICIOUS MEALS
PROPER ATMOSPHERE
AND REASONABLE PRICES
Try Our

Southern Fried
Chicken
$1.50

Preliminaries were to begin
this morning at 10:30 o’clock
with the 1500-meter finals. Activities resume at 2:30 p.m. with
the 50-yard freestyle heats. Finals in all Friday afternoon trials
will be run off beginning at 8:30
p.m.
’Inc three-meter fancypreliminaries occupy the spotlight
at 10:30 o’clock Saturday morn-

CHARLIE WALKER, coach of
the San Jose swimmers, whose
men bow out of the CCAA with
the conference championships
this week-end:

Venturi Cards Low 68
By JERRY THOMAS

El Camino Real
31/2 miles from Santa Clara

By BIAS MASSEY
Gene Littler and Frank Morey,
The Spartans, a team with a
51i-3. In individual play, Venturi carded a 2 under par 68 in pitching staff like the Boston Red
winning 212 points from Littler. Sox and a batting average like the
Venturi was 3 under going out. St. Louis Browns, journey to FresLittler, in spite of his erratic play, no to match base knocks with the
posted a respectable 71.
Bulldogs at 8:30 o’clock tonight
and
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30.
.
for
trouble
no
was
MacCarty
The SJ Statemen will be out to
I Morey, No. 2 man, who had his
opponent- four,dawn at-the turn - Let Autak in_the--noetbeenThe slender visitor, who contin- of the CCAA league. Fresno tops
uously talked to himself, turned the division now with three wins
In the day’s second best round against one loss. Cal Poly is batof 69, allowing MacCarty only ting .500 with one win and one
t’z point: "Mae" had to be satis- loss.
Friday night’s game will be a
fied with a 73. Although Venrenewal of the Pete Mesa-Don
turi carried much of the load it
Barnett hurling duel which prewas MacCarty who canned a 15.
viously went It innings before
footer for an important birdie
Barnett won out. Mesa only alon the 17th. With the others
lowed six hits in the 11 inning
taking pars, this hole gave San
stint. Coach Walt Williams’
Jose best ball and permitted
number two winch, Ralph BoMacCarty to salvage his !i
er, will work Saturday’s conpoint.
test, opposing Jack Welkin,
San Diego’s second team of Bulldog righthander.
Schunneman and Weikel practicLatest team batting averages
ally buried Jay Hopkins and Joe show that Gene
Worthington, utilZakarian, 8-1. Zakarian couldn’t ity infielder, leads
the field with
buy a putt of decent length. Hop- a .400 average.
Romero leads the
kin’ managed to gain 1,i point regulars at the
plate with a .333
on the front nine

capture the-final hole to assure lost average with a smooth 3.47
the team victory. He was three ERA. Highest earned run average
on and two in for his par five,
for the Spartans is Romero’s 5.74,
but he has won three and lost the

,. .

GOLFETTE
IT’S FUN - - - IT’S DIFFERENT
18 Holes
Hours: Monday-Saturday
Sunday
Located

12

25c
7 - II P.M.
I - II P.M.

Mile South of MouttlibrVidW4friVeltatro

same amount.
Power at the plate is personified by the veterans, Don Lopes
and Captain Mel Stein. "Cap"
Mel has one double, two threeply wallops, and two circuit
smashes to his credit.

Hip
Na
tea
.:

triple play while

playing shortstop for a summer
semi-pro team.

c
CM
-4

A

low
tot,
liar
Cat

ARTISTS
PALETTES
50 peel -off disposable palettes
9.12: 1.00 12.16: 1.50
Studio Arm Palettes
maple finished, balanced
15.24: 6.75
14.18: 5.25
Metal Water Color Palettes
10 well: 35c
6 well: 1cS

wa
Dui
JEW
Ma !
bet
mafiel
ter
In,

oSjilasFltlijoaha:

Baseballers Back
To CCAA Wars

IF YOU PLAY - - -

I

an unassisted

By winning the last hole of the final match yesterday, the undefeated San Jose State college golf team turned back powerful San
Diego State at La Rinconada by the narrow score of 15 to 12.
This was the first loss suffered by the Aztecs in two years of
dual play. This afternoon the Spartans meet a well-balanced Stanford team on the same pitch-andput lay out. Starting time is sche100-yard breaststroke Feak,
duled for 1 p.m.
Douglas, Hassell, Nilsson, Murray;
In yesterday’s feature match,
100-yard freestyleHaines. GuisKen Venturi and Warren MacCarty, SJ, bested the No. 1 duo of

You Won’t
Get Hooked

I

220-yard freestyleLee, Millovich, Bryant, Ling, Haines;
200-yard breast at r okeDon
Feak, Chesley Douglas, Earle
Hassell, Tom Nilsson, Doug
Murray; 400-yard freestyle relay
Guisness, May, Bryant, Don
Biery, Haines, Ling, Lohr, McConnell, Ken Brown, Bob Filler, Jerrold Mulford, Bill Chang,
100- ard haekstrokeliamilton,
Lebedeff, Titus, Postal, Coultas.

vet

Wil Concklin, San Jose State
third baseman, was credited with

Student body card holders
be admitted free to all afternoon events, but will be charged
Wars to Nek evecents rtiWs
ning programs.

San Jose entries: 1500 meters_-,
ing; other heats are -scheduled for
2:30 in the afternoon and finish Don Lee, Dave Millovich, Don
Ling, Homer Lohr, Ray Bryant;
at 8:30. ,
Competition should be keen 50-yard dashBud Guisness, Bill
despite the fact that only Cal May, George Haines, Norm KeelPoly and San Diego State col- er; 1 -meter divingPat _McConlege have entered teams against nell, Terry Bowman, Dick Lebedeff, Dick Burkhart; 150-yard
backstrokeBob Hamilton, Lebedeff, Bruce Titus, Fred Postal,
Sherman -Coultas.

ishecl, San Diego held an 11’,-6
the baseball chain is the pitchlead. But the last team of Bill ing staff. Sore-armed Glenn Da King and Ted Hecht saved the day via, hurling sensation *Ito dropand -the-ntateli fur Sau Jose The _pod StIFIrie-aleir-of-oldspartana’ 5th and
_
"Nor waxed Rill Hu iIfetud-RiltirVENV-40~014,-- sd Ei- COUI -2.25 ’
Leslie by the tune -of 8 -%; Des- ERA- mark.
pit the lopsided win Hecht had to
Pete Mesa has a no-won, five-

rocco

da
whc
Squ
ntu
d
J 5i
ivie
the

Records will be posted in the
100-yard backstroke and the 100yard breaststroke, both new events
this year, and probably in the
1500-meter swim and the 440-yard Haines, May, Biery.
freestyle event.

U
tI
a’

and Say . . .
"FILL ’ER UP"

Come In

’5 I

Whatever if may be - Water - Air Oil - or Gas
WE HAVE ATTENDANTS to SERVE YOU

$AAVON
SERME STATION
Corner 4th and Williams

s SPALDING
P RTS IOW
GOLP CALLS IES.
QUER
SLIT

SHUT UP!
cosit souses
arstcsiodiGe

yrs; SUDO, MIE
OWES xr
LAX!. RODOLF
COUNTRY GAS
0511 TIE
TIE. JONGLIK
AMU,
GETS

441,"

swear

=am

vr...

and the Spartans mark, but Dave McCarty,
the
%con the other fraction by tying clutch hitter, is
close behind with
for best ball going out.
a .314 average.
With the match two-thirds finThe dolmans’ strongest link in

Open Air Bar-B-Cue Pit
for-lianques-h-feew-epen--

ness, May, Biery; 440-yard freestyleLee. Millovich, Ling, Bryant; 150-yard individual medley
Titus, Postal, Haines, Murra y,
Nilsson, Lebedeff, Chang, Feak;
3-meter divingMcConnell,, Bowman, Burkhart, Fred Alvord; 300yard medley relayHamilton,
Feak’ Guisness, Titus, Douglas,

San ’Jose. The Spartans should
capture the meet because of
their greater depth. Coach Charlie Walker’s job of picking the
four men permitted for each
event thus is greatly simplified,

By DOUG PRESTAGE

fikiP

s-pikra
. I -ourrinress

. teop old mu

4=4
In the New
SPALDING CLUBS
...you can get the
correct head weight
and shaft flexibility
for your build and
style. Yes, a "CustomFit" set that gives
more power and
coastal to year game.

Th Old Pro, Don Lopes, has
driven in 10 runs with his three
doubles and one home run to lead
the team in RBIs.
Don Barnett, who opposes the
Sparta men tonight, is a classy
righthander, with a "world of
stuff". He throws an assortment
of curves plus a destructive sinker
pitch. If the Spartans can win
against him, they should take both
games.
Stockton will be San Jose
State’s next port of entry on May
2 when the Joseans take on COP
in a doubleheader.
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Spartan Jud oists Battle
The Best in Invitational
By RAN MARCUS
Spartan judo coach Yosh Uchida yesterday named 46 judomen
who will represent Washington
Square in Saturday’s second annual San Jose State Invitational
Judo tournament, to be held in
the local gym.
Slated for varsity action are
veteran judoists George Best and
Murl Tullis, co-captains, Bruce
Hipkins, Warren Ramey, and Bob
Harpainter. They will seek both
team and individual honors.
Harry Curiae n, seven-time
whiner in last month’s championship tournament, will not
co m pe te in the invitational.
Carlsen sustained a pulled Hg- ament earlier in the week.
According to Uchida, the following men will be entered in the
tournament this Saturday:
Ivan Bland, Charles Casey, William Chang, Earl Conyers, Amos
Cook, Fred Davis Wesley Dobbs,
William Elliott, DeWitt Hupp, Edward McGowan, Wallis Merritt,
Duane Miller, David Mitchell,
Jack Raichart. Herman Robery,
Mark Seyer, Edward Ames, Gilbert Baker.
Harmon Bryant, Allen Chapman, Gary Cooper, Henry Cross field, Thomas Dunlap, James Foster, James Grant, Lawrence Hodin, Lelan Jamison, Stanley Johnson, George Kalman, Tom Keane,
Randou Latham, Charles Martin,
James Olds, Frank Rao, Douglas
Shaw, Frank Cheney, Merel Coe,
Ford Harvey, Vernon Johnson,
Chester Miller, Paul Murphy, and
John Willis.
Fourteen teams from throughout the state have been invited
to compete In the tournament,
and Coach Uchida expressed the
sentiments of the Spartan team
when he said, "I hope the boys

"Corn Is Green"
May 4 - 9

Quality Foods
at

Reasonable
Prices
VISIT

Dallas Colony
195 S. First Street

SKATES
ACCESSORIES.
Skating Sessions Nitely From 8 PM.

PHONE CY 2-3292
For Party Reservations
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EDWARD McGOWAN prepares
to pin an opponent in a recent
judo match. McGowan will be
seen in action tomorrow in the
San Jose Invitational tournament. Matches will begin at 12
o’clock and admission will be
free to study body holders.
photo by Illidenbrandt.

Three fighters pitched through
the ropes at the recent NCAA
championship bouts held in Pennsylvania. Luckily enough, none of
them were injured.

Did anyone ever _notice, during
the recent boxing season, that
there were four ropes circling the
SJSC ring rather than the conventional three? Or did anyone
ever stop to give any thought
to the ramp leading down from
the ring having replaced the Ira:
ditional steep steps?
N’ery few have, I’ll bet. Had
a boxer 6wen knocked through
the ropes and cracked his head
on the ring apron floor or if
some wobbly-kneed fighter, at
the finish of a bout; had stumbled down the steps and injured
himself, then there would he
some clamor for safety precautions to preventurch accidents.
Thanks to thelltoresightedness
Dif Boxing Mentor Dee Portal, these
accidents have been axoided by
measures taken to prevent their
cc:thence BEFORE .they happen
rather than ,AFTERWARDS.
Safety First
The old version . of the threeroped ring originated in the days
of the massive heavy weight _maulers of the John L. Sullivan type.
There were very few men of the
lighter_weians.lighting. Since t
advent of the little men into the
fight picture, the Three-roped ring
has become obsolete. It was made
for big men. Men like Jack Scheberries, who would find it rather
difficult to fall or pitch through
the ropes. But for men like Mac
Martinez or Al Tafoya, it wouldn’t
be difficult at all for them to fall
through the ropes.
Portal’s four-roped ring is
tight enough to prevent a flea
from falling out of the ring. It
does not hamper the fighter’s
maneuverability or skill in
bouncing off the ropes in any
manner.
We have seen rubbery-legged
fighters staggering down those
steep steps or attempting to jump
dawn from the rhnr afftrit rug,

Cambrian
Bavarian Gardens
DUTCH COOKERY
REFRESHMENTS
FUN
OTIS A ZORN, Prop.

Closed Sunday
5 South .11th Street

San

Jose-Los Gatos Highway 17
at Union Ave.

PHONE CAMPBELL
Cr-44134

Spartans to Duel
Fresno Trackmen
The Spartan trackmn, minus the
services of Sprinter Bobby Crowe.
meet Fresno State college at 7
o’clock tonight in their last dual
meet of the season. The meet will
be held at Ratcliffe Stadium, scene
of the West Coast relays.
Crowe’s absence will not loose
the contest for Bud Winter’s men,

n35

By FRAN ERROTA
Unable to win a meet in three .
starts, Coach Walt Bealey’s Frosh
traekmen tonight tackle the tough
Fresno State college Frosh en
Fresno’s fast Ratcliffe stadiu:n
cinders.
The Bulipup eindermen claim
great individual stars, hurler
Bob Blevins and half-miler Joe
Porasso, to name two, but the
genial Begley has classy performers who have been rounding
Jowly into shape.
Weightman John Alsup has been
one of the biggest point gatherers
for the home yearlings. Alsup, after the regular d iscus flinging
event had been completed at Saturday’s COP meet, whirled the
platter 148’, which was two feet
farther than the varsity performers had done. Alsup, also does 47*
with the 16-lb. shot.
Other Spartababe spike standouts include Sprinters Carl Harrison and Don Busselle. Harrison has 9.9 and 21.6 dash clockInas to his credit, and Russell.has done 10.0 and 22.1. Quarter milers Bob Morris and Hal Orcutt both have broken 50, Norris doing 49.7 and Oreutt 49.8.
The SJS first year men are deep
in the- distance. events, --Jim Simpson topping the milers with a 4:33.
clocking. In the two-mile, Al Weber has done 10:06, and Carl
Moore 10:15.
Jim Jorgenson tops the local entrants in the broad jump with a
leap of 22’ .9". Jerry ,Mulvaney.
former Van Nuys prepster, has
done 12’ 4" in the pole vault for
San Jose. High jumpers Gene Calvo and Keith Keppler are both
capable of better than 6’ on their
best days.
Although I.e on a rd Capita
and Dick Vilitifuerte will not be
expected to give the Builpups
Porasso trouble in the 880, they
have shottn rapid Improvement
throughout the season and may
come up with their best per.
formances. Roth are capable of
close to 1:00.0.
Coach Bealey Announces a meeting for all freshman cindermep in
the Men*- ,arill gym at 12 o’clock
today, to ale’ ’t a team captain.

Sportsworld
Compendium
By United Press

BUD WINTER

but will mean the almost certain
loss of 10 points. It is hoped that
Co-captain "Red" Hall and Jim
Gillespie can fill the shoes of the
imooth running speedster in the
100 and 220 respectively..
For the firsc time both
varand fresh loneets
iity
be
run
beta Tali to guide the boner will
together. The varsity men and the
eliminate any possibility
yearlings will compete-at the sam-efighter injuring himself in any
time in the two-mile and pole
way.
vault. The point totals for each
Another of Dee’s safety innova....ontest will be kept separate.
tions is the three-to-four inch

FOR A PNE EVENING

"Everything Barbecued"
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Erosh to Face
Tuff Bullpups

do as well Saturday as they did
In the Northern California belt
tournament last tiiiinTh The
competition will be tougher this
time."
Last year’s San Jose State college Judo Invitational tournament
was won by the team representing
the San Jose Buddhist church.
This team took the title in both
the junior and senior divisions.
John Willis, who will compete Saturday, represented Sparta, annexing the individual senior division
trophy.
Two black-belt holders from
northern California and two
from southern California ’have
been chosen to referee the
matches.
Saturday’s tournament will be
free to student body members.
High school students 35 cents, adults 50 cents and children under
12 will be adinitted free.

Not very long ago Bill Leiser
San Francisco Chronicle sports editor, predicted that San Jose State
college would become the "Notre
Dame" of the West coast independents within the next 10 years.
The appointment of Bob Bronzan is .a great step forward .toward making Leiser’s prediction
come true.
Highly respected in football
circles, Bronzan has the honor
of being the only West coast
coach to be personally invited
east by the great Notre Dame
coach, Frank Leahy, to discuss
football strategy. Ile has scouted for the Irish, on the coast,
and also for the San Francisco
49ers.
Spurning numerous coaching offers, Bob preferred to remain at
his alma mater where the Spartans’ bid for ’big time’ recognition
is a challenge.
Able. Coaching Staff
Young, vigorlus, and possessing
a repertoire of fresh ideas, Bob is
a hardworking coach, who rdlay be
just what the doctor ordered to
give the Spartans a needed l000st
towards the ."tri al c". fo9t ba 11
light. He has gathered a coaching
staff around him that is youthful, but well versed in gridiron
wars. They are ex-Spartan Bill
Perry, assistant coach: Bob Pifferini, ex-Spartan and now Detroit
Lion center, and Gale Bruce, brilliant San Prancisco 49er defensive end.
- Although Leiser’s prediction
may not be fulfilled this year, or
next year, or maybe even the
next, you can be assured that
San Jose State’s football outlook is definitely brighter.
Material is an Important factor
in producing championship teams,
of course, but if anyone can develop ’San Jose State into an adequate major football. power, Bob
Bronzatt,M11 LW own backyard,
eertainly_van
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matting that pads the ring floor.
Rival coaches and fighters may
have beefed had they known of
the thick matting, probably claiming it would have a tendency to
slow the fighter down. Dee wisely
refrained from divulging his secret
and he received no complaints.

Los AngelesStanford university track stars, Gaylord and 1391)
Bryan. have been cleared of any
wrong in connection with their pictures being used in a recent advertisement.
StocktonFresno State colle4o
and COP split a day-night doubleheader Wednesday, with the Bulldogs winning the first game 5-2
and dropping th second 15-2.
San FranciscoPhil Woolpert,
freshman basketball coach, has
signed an extended contract to
succeed Pete Newell as the head
cage mentor of the Dons.
San FranciscoSlender Beverly
Hanson and husky Barbara Daw
still thinned- yessi day in-thrfinalsof the California Women’s Amu
TOUT.-GnIf championship over a 36hole route.
MoregaStanford came from
behind twice Wednesday to defeat
St. Mary’s college 7-6 and take
over first place in. the California .
Intercollegiate Baseball association race.
Brooklyn, N.Y. Robin Roberts
won his second game of the season
from Brooklyn’s Dodgen yesterday, 9-2.
Roberts allcmca only
eight hits.

Frosh Bounce Back; Lace Menlo 15-3
San Jose State’s froch baseball
team got back in the win column
Wednesday, by lacing Menlo JC
15-3 at Municipal stadium. Pitchers Sam Sugomoto and A. Pedretti limited the visitors to five
hits, while their mates were
pounding opposing hurlers for 13.
Pedretti aided his own cause by
banging out two hits.
’Dan Ferris.-with three for four,
Tom Daly and Lefty Ferguson

were the leaders in the hitting at
tack.
Wednesday’s victory was the
seventh win for Coach Tom Cure ton’s yearlings in ten encounters.
So far this season, Dart Ferris,
with, a skyscraping .460 batting
average, and Lefty Ferguson with
.312, are the leading froth stickers. Pitcher Sam Sugomoto is the
leading hurler with three wins,
one of them a three hitter.
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Youngsters Join Class
Along With Instructors

4.

BY BULL EfLER
An unusual situation has arisen at the Las Lomitas,chool in San
Mateo county where ;he Natural Science dtpartmenf of San Jose
State college is conducting an extension course for the teachers at
the elementary school.
The course was designed to assist these teachers in their science
Instruction and to give them extra college units in science sub- an adult level, the 11 and 12 jects, The classes are conducted year olds are holding their own.
once each week from 4 p.m. to 6 They work right along with
P.m., after the regular classes for their leachers and sometimes
the children are over.
do better on some assignment
or problem than the teachettiSeveral of the children played
do, much to their delight.
late on the school grounds and
soon discovered .that something
The teachers participating in
new was going on In one of the instruction will earn 3 guartheir classrooms. They found ter-units of regular college credit
their teachers were getting from San Jose State college; but
something they were not sl- the 5th and 6th graders will not.
im% NI to participate in.
Perhaps there will be a complaint
Sonic of the students, in the about that and a demand for
5th and 6th grades, protested and equal rights!
asked that they be allowed to
join the group. At first their request was treated lightly ..but. it
soon became evident the students
were serious about their requests
and wished to attend the classes.
Dr. Carl Duncan, head of the
William Shipman, senior chemiNatural Science department at
SJSC and director of the ex- cal major at San Jose State
tension course, was consulted and college will deliver a paper today
asked if he had any objections nt the two-day convention of the
to the youngsters taking part in Student Affiliates of the Amerithe extension course classes. Dr. can Chemical society.
The paper, entitled "The Use
Duncan said to give it a trial of the Microscope in Solving
run.
at Problems," witrbe-pre From eight to 12 of the e ementary school students take seeded to the meeting being held
part In the classroom exercises on the campus of the College of
every week, and although the Pacific at Stockton, according to
ilasses are being conducted on an announcement from the Natural Science department.
Shipman will be the only representative from SJSC who will
present a paper to the meeting,
which will be attended by college
chemistry majors from Fresno to
the Oregon border.

SJS Chemist
To Read Paper

Deans to Attend
Conference at LA
Deliciously

Prepared

BARBECUED

Spareribs
Chicken
Beef
COME WITH THE GAL,
THE GUY, OR THE GANG!
We Cater to Banquets
and Private Parties

Dr. James C. DeVoss, dean of
professional education, and Mr.
Joe H. West, dean of student personnel and guidance, will attend
the 24th semi-annual conference
of- the-California- State college
deans at Los Angeles, May 2-4.
Purpose of the conference is to
discuss any business or problems
having to do with state colleges.
.The deans then will tririke recto
the
eollege
ommendations
presidents for changes in state
college procedures.
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UCLA Offers Shields Get New Sponsor;
Advance Work Add Organization Activities
In Journalism
Mi Harva Kaaren Sprager, instructor in the graduate school
of journalism at the University
of California at Los Angeles, explained the curriculum of the
school to the members of the
Spartan Daily staff Wednesday.
The graduate courseevihich is
limited to 20 studentr leads to a
Master’s degree in journalism and
is open to students who have
majored in any field of study.
An A.B. degree and a 1.5 scholastic average is required for admission, Miss Sprager said.
--It is necessary to have a personal interview also. Applicants
who cannot go to Los Angeles
for the interview may make arrangernents with the school to
meet with a publisher of a local
paper.
The course starts in the fall
and runs continuously until June.
There are -no examinations except for a 6 hour comprehensive
at the end of the year. intended tO
cover all courses.
Further-information may -Ise
obtained by contacting Mrs.
Dolores Spurgeon in B96. Application blanks can be obtained
by writing to the Graduate Division of trer.
Ties Angeles,
24.
Applications must be submitted
by the week of July 4 and the aw
plicants will be notified of acceptance or refusal by the week of
July 15.
es
"’rot

w rites
New Volume
W. -r

Dr. Clarice Wills, assistant professor of education at San Jose
State college, is the co-author of
a book just published by the Follett publishing company of Chicago. With Dr. William Stegeman,
professor of education at Chico
State college, she has written a
volume of 384 pages titled, "Living in the Kindergarten."
The book is designed to inform
the new teacher, "refresh" the
experienced teacher and offer assistance to the emergency teacher. It is illustrated with many
photographs taken in California
kindergartens. It contains sections
on the child,. the curriculum, the
parents- -and- the --teatther,
Dr. Wills and Dr. Stegeman was
formerly associated with the Contra Costa county school system.
Dr. Wills is a graduate of San
Francisco State college and received her doctor of education degree from Stanford university.
She joined the San Jose State
college faculty in 1948.

Functional Leaders
Named by APhi0

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
Entered as second ciau matter April 24, 15)4,
California. ender the act of
if SIM Jose,
Alpha Phi Omega, campus serMerck 3, 1879
vice fraternity, named its funcPull leased wire service of United Press.
Pion of the Globe Printing Company, i445 $4 tional officials fer the quarter
Pint SE, San Jose, Catatonia. Member, Celt reeenotflyfi.
I fond* Newspaper Publisher’s Asseciettees.
Besides the executive and regularholders
office
already dis-t
CUaged-Ait-select
Committee:- -ekai- iii!eii
ellosen
were: Russ Mitchell and Garrett
McClung, service; Gene Schwab,
book exchange and
service; Dick Pryor, .social affairs; Fred. Westphal, publicity
and bindex; Belmont Reid and
Harvey Peterson,
bindgx.
Ed
Burnham and Belmont Reid, interchapter affairs; Lionel Goularte, scholarship; "Jinx" Johnson, membership; and Jim BarOpen ’till 12:00
tolomeoni, welfare.

Under the guidance of a new
sponsor, Spartan Shields is now
in the midst of its first active
quarter, according to Cliff Maier.
sik, publicity chairman.
The sophomore service organization, though active last quarter,
was handicapped by the loss of its
sponsor Peter Kristovich, who
left the police school staff to
take a position as security officer for an Oakland department
store.
Raymond Wilkerson, the new
sponsor, is a part-time
try Instructor here. and Is
studying for his Ph.D. at StanThe organization is currently
cataloging the college’s various

Engineering Group
Will Hold Smoker
In Union Tonight
The.--. Engineeritzg---aociety - is
sponsoring a smoker tonight at
7:30 in the Student Union for all
regular and prospective members.
A short business meeting will
be -held, during which election of
a vice-president and ratification
of the constitution will take
place.
A speaker will talk on "Viii>er
Conservation in Santa Clara and
Santa Cruz counties," highlight movies. Entertainment will follow.
Members of the Engineering department are making a field trip
to Mills Field at San Francisco
airport Friday afternoon. The students will leave San Jose at noon.
Students interested in going on
the trip can sign up in Room 13,A.
According to Dr. Ralph J.
Smith,’ head of the engineering
department, the trip will be of
particular interest to engineering
students because the airport is
undergoing a plan of expansion
at the present time.

Harville Receives
CSTA Presidency ,

trophies. Included in the catalog
will be the histories of the individual trophies.,
the
During :Visitation Day,
acted as guides for the
local high school students.
Spartan Shields is an affiliatin of Blue Key, and their constitution was written by Dick
Knox, Blue Key member.
Officers are: John Giaccomazi, president; Tom Harney, vicepresident; Dale Uriu, recording
secretary, Bill Watts, corresponding sepretary; Dick Larson, treas-’
.urer.

phields

. . . Be,..aJse Iv
Discoverod tile fine meals at Ken’s

KEN’S PINE INN
255 S. 2nd

Dinners
85c and up

Spaghetti
and

Pizza
4

Open from II A.M.
to I A.M.
Closed on
Monday

Also
Pine prepared
to take out.

FINE ITALIAN FOODS
292 SOUTH MARKET
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Student Y Skates
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Fred "Duffy" Paive, Mgr.
*Mr. John Harville instructor in
We future a full lin* of
nature study__-at.--San _Jose_State
college was elected to the presiBowling Bell Bags and Shos
dency of the Northern California
branch of the California- Science
Teachers association at its regular
annual meeting in San Francisco
FOUNTAIN & LUNCH
on Saturday. according to an anOpen from 10 A.M.
nouncement from pie Natural
Science department!’
Harville was vice-president., of
the organization last year. He is
a graduate of SJS and has been 172W. Santa Clara CV 3.9727
an instructor here since 1948.

"Known for Good Food"

Twenty-two members of the
Student Y attended the Y social
meeting last night and skated
under the van -colored lighting
of the Rollerland rink on the
Alameda. The Y meeting lasted
from 8 p.m. to 11 o’clock.
The rink remained open for the
exclusive use of the college group
during the last hour of skating.
The Student ’Y holds social
meetings every other Wednesday
pight. Leona Crouch acted as
thin far last night’s ’social.

DINNER

LUNCH

BREAKFAST

community

17 E. Santa Clara St.

Vo

I’M PROUD

Regular $13.25
SPECIAL $988
PRICE

AMERICAN

Just the thing for locat:ng house numbers,
street signs, and road
obstacles. Streamlined
design for either right
or left side.
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Northeast Corner 3rd and Santa Clara
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